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Is an Open Source CubeSat feasible?
Can Open Source fly?

Is Open Source the way of the future?
(TL;DR: 70%, Yes, Maybe)
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Why Us?

Open source we intend to release:
• Pi CPU board: Pierce Smith
• Sensors: Pierce Smith
• Power: Chukwuma Odigwe & Gerard Auvray
• Structure: Pierce Smith & Ryan Schrenk
• Software: CFS + Python + mods

Proprietary IP:
• Comm: Interorbital Systems (licensed)
• Trapsat Payload: Ryan Schrenk, Keegan 

Moore, Zach Richard, Mike Stritmatter
• Hermes Payload: Rishabh Maharaja

From Feb 2015 (won CubeSat Launch Initiative 
proposal) through the present, and launching 
2018, with many more student-hours to go.
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4 Areas of the CubeSat QA Problem

1) Inward focus (team)
It will work in space...

2) Outward focus (launch provider, NASA)
Is convinced it will work in space.

3) “Do No Harm” is core:
outgassing
vibration/resiliancy
power levels
RF emission (intentional and spurious)
overall risk approach

4) Software & Operations? (no one tests, no one cares)
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Cactus-1 (Unified Capitol U CubeSat-1) will demonstrate the use of Silica Aerogel for the use of capturing and 
profiling micro space debris and micrometeorites utilizing the TRAPSat subsystem as well as testing the 
performance of high bandwidth IP based communications (CiV) against conventional amateur radio access.

Student-designed payloads and bus on a 
30-centimer long CubeSat

launching to Low Earth Orbit (LEO) via Virgin Orbit 
in summer 2018,

releasing 70% post-launch as open source
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Heritage is Key (Crawl-Walk-Run-- see our poster)

7-9 Has it flown in
 orbit?

5-6 Has it flown in
 near-space?

4 Has it been built
 and tested?

(TRL)  (CubeSat equiv.)
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A quick look at OS CubeSats

Ardusat: announced 2012 on kickstarter, now sells educational products for 
cash

UpSat: QB50 cubesat by Libre Space Foundation & University of Patras, 
released specs online, support unknown

QB50 in general: no OS plans released (informal sharing)

LunarSail kickstarter, promise of OS

NDSU OpenOrbiter: completed, some items released, no docs

'several universities': ditto

Conference upcoming: Open Source CubeSat Workshop, Nov 23rd-24th 
2017, Germany
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COTS +-: Little Fish

+ Often flown
+ backed by company
+ has spec sheets
+ may have flown

- poor support for I&T unless all products from 
same vendor
- 'Little Fish' syndrome (not paying enough to get 
hand-holding)
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OS +-: Blanche DuBois

+ Working builds by others
+ Can talk to others for help in I&T

- rarely flown
- Blanche DuBois syndrome ('rely on kindness of 
strangers')

“Tools, not solutions”
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Our Cactus-I 3U

Comm: COTS design, user-fab

Power:  v1 = OS, failed
  v2 = OS, no docs, abandoned
  v3 = informal sharing + mod

Antenna: modded informal sharing

CPU: NASA OS, modded then redesigned with NASA approval

H&S: ditto

Structure: designed in-house

Payload 1 (TRAPSat): flying as tested on RockSat
Payload 1 (Hermes): flying as tested on RockSat
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In a Nutshell... Cactus-I Biggest I&T issues

COTS:
Comm Chip 'should just work', h/w docs vs s/w 

docs disconnect, no s/w support

Open Source:
board 1: didn't pass tests; board 2: no h/w 

support; board 3: resorted to gray market

Team/People:
Hardware team left designating wiring ports to 

software; software team assumed hardware had 
worked out port conflicts
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COMM (see our poster)

IoS “GB50” design with high heritage Radiometrix TR2M transceiver & AFS2 amplifier
Half watt (500mW) output, basic voltage regulation, hotswapping of modes via s/w.
Intended center frequency 434MHz (ask me about FCC licensing sometime!)
tedious development and handiwork in interfacing with the host microcontroller/computer & 
creating software to command control and packet data in and out of the system.

Pros: reliable, robust, sturdy
Cons: Low tx power, poor documentation, tricky implementation.
Solid system overall, needs work and better

 software backing.

rating:

Heritage: * * * * *
Do No Harm: * * * * *
Reliability: * * *         (due to s/w dev issues)
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POWER

Simple electrical distribution system similar to QB50 design
Passive plus MAX111 chip for optional monitoring
Solar panels are 28% efficient triple junction cells

Cell packing tricky due to connections
Finished panels output 80% of the

max designed power in real sun.

rating:
(power board)

Heritage: * * * *      (modded)
Do No Harm: * * * * *
Reliability: * * *
(solar cells)

Heritage: * 
Do No Harm: * * * * *
Reliability: * * * * *    (simplicity)
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ANTENNA

Measured out 1/4 dipole using tape measures.
QB-50-derived PCB component is one solid metal trace.
No custom impedance matching; relying on original 
source
Produces a comparable (slightly noisier) frequency 
spectrum to similar antennas
Gets the job done. 

rating:

Heritage: * * * * *
Do No Harm: * * * * *
Reliability: * * * * *
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CPU & H&S

Original: NASA GSFC FCC IRAD “PiSat” PC104 board
New: Pi Zero due to fab problems

Why Pi Zero?  Ease of dev, performance (1GHz core), low 
power, good rad prediction, small size, also exciting.

Both boards are primary 'bolt on' frames
for existing tested modules; low heritage
as an ensemble but high reliability
per module

rating:

Heritage: * (slipped from * * * *)
Do No Harm: * * * * *
Reliability: * * * * 
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STRUCTURE (we're very proud-- see our poster)

3U++
Tabs, not rails
$6200

Aluminum 5052 alloy and an Aluminum 7075 tab base.
Based off of previous flight proven rail type structures, but...
Uses the new tab launching system.
Intended to be modular
Easier manu & assembly. 
Predicted to be on par with COTS

rating:

Heritage: *
Do No Harm: ?        (will know after testing)

Reliability: * * * *  (virtual testing)
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Payload I: TrapSat

captures orbital debris and particles using silica aerogel
images the streaks left by debris and sends data to ground

Sounding rocket TrapSat program was written in C under CFS. 
Hardware was designed without expandability in mind.

For RockSat-X it was an elegant solution,
has been a problem during initial 

Cactus-I integration

rating:

Heritage: * * * * *
Do No Harm: * * * * *
Reliability: * * (I&T issues)
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Payload II: Hermes

HERMES on this mission will be supplying simple health and 
safety data as well as doppler location and altitude for 
demonstration purposes.

HERMES is a very simple system that has been tested before. 
Only worry is power consumption -- iridium communication are 
power hungry. 

rating:

Heritage: * * * * *
Do No Harm: * * * * *
Reliability: * * * *
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Unexpected Key Areas

On version control:
COTS: poor
OS: none

ITAR:
COTS: problematic getting fabbed
OS: usually not an issue

(but getting something released as OS is an ITAR issue)

Heritage != Success
NEPP keeps DB of parts flown in space (heritage)
but not whether mission succeeded (reliability)!
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Conclusion: OS is not magic
(but it could be)

Many claim to have open source solutions or plans to build 
CubeSats, but they really do not exist.
Attempting to build an open source CubeSat, we could not 100% 
meet the challenge.
Too many missions fail to publish what works or make materials 
available to the masses.
Those who do claim to have it, are too ambiguous or leave out 
useful materials such as BOMs or assembly/integration instructions. 

More people are willing to be open source and publish.
Everything needs to be published, maintained and updated over 
time-- this should be funded to benefit the community.
To help this, our intent to is create a 

    “CubeSat Cookbook” showing how to
    integrate OS, COTS or other. 
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Questions?

Angela Walters
Pierce Smith
Ryan Shrenk
Nathan Weideman
Rishabh Maharaja
Mark Horvath
Alec Johnson
Chris Murray
Xavier Guzman
Marissa Jagernath
Chukwuma Odigwe
Keegan Moore
Zack Richard
Jamil Ahmed
Gary Visser
Joshua Joseph
Eric Ruthier
Sean Mullin
Christina Williams
Nick Aiello
Randy Powell
Mikus Bormanis
Christel Gesterling
Zalika Dixon
Pat Stakem
Mike Stritmatter
Marcel Mabson
Cinnamon Wright
Alison Evans
Alan Cudmore
Suzanne Strege
Dave McComas

Thanks to the AE program and the MDSGC for support in our program.
Contact us at aantunes@captechu.edu

~70% OS, Launching to Low Earth Orbit 
(LEO) on Virgin Orbit in summer 2018

Many volunteered in and outside the curriculum and with outside mentors 
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